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CAST positioned as the Leader in the 2022 SPARK MatrixTM for 
Software Composition Analysis by Quadrant Knowledge Solutions 

 
• The Quadrant Knowledge Solutions SPARK Matrix™ provides competitive analysis & 

ranking of the leading Software Composition Analysis vendors.   
• CAST, with its comprehensive technology and customer experience management, has 

received strong ratings across the parameters of technology excellence and customer 
impact. 

 
22 August 2022: Quadrant Knowledge Solutions announced today that it has named CAST as a 
2022 technology leader in the SPARK Matrix: Software Composition Analysis, 2022.  
 
The Quadrant Knowledge Solutions’ SPARK Matrix™ includes a detailed analysis of global market 
dynamics, major trends, vendor landscape, and competitive positioning. The study provides 
competitive analysis and ranking of the leading technology vendors in the form of its SPARK 
MatrixTM. The study offers strategic information for users to evaluate different provider 
capabilities, competitive differentiation, and market position. 
 
According to Abhishek Anant Garg, Analyst, Quadrant Knowledge Solutions, “CAST software 
intelligence product CAST Highlight includes software composition analysis (SCA), which allows 
organizations to utilize open-source software and third-party code in the proprietary code of 
their applications. Its “Portfolio Advisor for Open Source” capability enables companies to 
prioritize the vulnerabilities associated to third party components according to their severity of 
threats in the application code.” “CAST is capable of handling several numbers of applications 
across industry verticals, with its comprehensive capabilities, compelling customer references, 
comprehensive roadmap & vision, and product suite with high scalability, have received strong 
ratings across technology excellence and customer impact and has been positioned as a leader 
in the SPARK Matrix: Software Composition Analysis, 2022,” adds Abhishek. 
 
“Deploying CAST Highlight as the open source “control tower” across an organization can be done 
in a few weeks”, says Rado Nikolov, EVP Software Intelligence Platforms at CAST. “It does not rely 
on each developer properly using an IDE extension. Instead, it plugs directly into source code 
repositories and aggregates the results of the analysis across all applications into intuitive 
dashboards - the “control tower”, allowing legal, security, and operations experts to make 
informed decisions and engage developers only when needed”. 
 
 
“Quadrant Knowledge Solutions defines software composition analysis (SCA) software that 
automate the process of analyzing the inhouse applications throughout the application 
development process for security risks, vulnerabilities and potential quality issues associated 
with the embedded open-source software (OSS) and other commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) 
components within the code of the proprietary application. SCA tools typically identify and 
prioritize risk, alert IT security and development teams, in order to eliminate security risks and 
concerns before any kind of damage is done. They may also analyze the distribution license of 

https://quadrant-solutions.com/
https://www.castsoftware.com/
https://quadrant-solutions.com/
https://quadrant-solutions.com/market_research/spark-matrix-software-composition-analysis-sca-2022/
https://www.castsoftware.com/open-source-risk-control
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the components to determine any associated legal compliance risks. SCA tools can also have 
added capabilities for analyzing operational and maintenance risks and project viability.” 
 
The SCA products analyze the embedded OSS and COTS components for vulnerabilities and risks 
related to security, code quality, license compliance and long-term project viability. The 
capabilities provided by SCA products includes proprietary and third-party code scanning for 
embedded OSS and COTS software, vulnerability prioritization, integration into the DevSecOps 
ecosystem, operational risk management and Software Bill of Materials (SBOM) builder.  
 
SCA products scan the base code as well as the development environment to discover and 
analyze the open-source codes embedded within the OSS and COTS used. They prioritize the 
vulnerabilities found in this third-party code depending upon the risk they bring to the software. 
SCA software can be integrated with the DevSecOps ecosystem from the initial stage of 
development to the point of deployment and maintenance ensuring security during the entire 
Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC). It also scans the third-party software for operational 
risks including maintenance and long-term support to ensure that the software can be serviced 
for long term without any major changes required. With SBOM builder the SCA software provides 
the list of all the OSS and COTS software used in the inhouse software development and generate 
a database of these vulnerabilities for audit purposes. 
 
Additional Resources: 

• For more information about CAST visit here 
• SPARK Matrix: Software Composition Analysis, 2022 Link  

About CAST 

CAST is the software intelligence category leader. CAST technology can see inside custom applications 
with MRI-like precision, automatically generating intelligence about their inner workings - composition, 
architecture, transaction flows, cloud readiness, structural flaws, legal and security risks. It’s becoming 
essential for faster modernization for cloud, raising the speed and efficiency of Software Engineering, 
better open-source risk control, and accurate technical due diligence. CAST operates globally with 
offices in North America, Europe, India, China. Visit www.castsoftware.com. 
 

About Quadrant Knowledge Solutions 

Quadrant Knowledge Solutions is a global advisory and consulting firm focused on helping clients in achieving 
business transformation goals with Strategic Business and Growth advisory services. At Quadrant Knowledge 
Solutions, our vision is to become an integral part of our client’s business as a strategic knowledge partner. Our 
research and consulting deliverables are designed to provide comprehensive information and strategic insights for 
helping clients formulate growth strategies to survive and thrive in ever-changing business environments. 

For more available research, please visit https://quadrant-solutions.com/market-research/  
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